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Last week it came to our attention that nine UC Berkeley law student groups amended their
bylaws to ban Zionist speakers. The bylaw amendment actually passed in late August, but came
to national attention only last week due to a Jewish Journal op-ed by Kenneth Marcus of the
Brandeis Law Center, whose headline advertised that Berkeley’s law school now featured
“Jewish-free zones.”

AJC’s quick response consisted of a tweet condemning the incident and signing on to a
statement condemning the incident with 35 other Jewish organizations.

However, our larger advocacy strategy for campus - in this instance and more broadly - consists
first and foremost of understanding and verifying the types of claims made in editorial pieces,
news reporting, and first-personal reports by reaching out and meeting with trusted student,
faculty, and administrative contacts on campus, to gain a fuller and more accurate sense of the
incident and the broader climate.

This turned out to be a crucial step in this instance. The central claim of Kenneth Marcus’ op ed
piece in the Jewish Journal piece did not align with what had transpired on campus, with 9 out
of over 100 student law clubs passing these amendments to their constitution. Our outreach to
faculty members and students painted a picture that in no way confirmed the Jewish Journal
piece, whose central claim was inflammatory, resulting in a distorted picture of both this incident
and the overall climate for Jewish students on campus. This just-published piece by the law
school dean, and this piece by Ethan Katz, a renowned UC Berkeley scholar who has
spearheaded an important antisemitism training initiative at Berkeley, conveys exactly why and
where the Jewish Journal piece distorts the facts on the ground.

Jeffrey Greenberg, AJC Alexander Young Leadership’s Assistant Director of Campus Affairs,
Serena Eisenberg, Director of AJC’s Bay Area Region, Marc Stern, AJC’s Chief Counsel, and I
have met with several key contacts at Berkeley over the weekend, including alumni, faculty, and
student leaders. Their information has been vital to correcting the inaccuracies of the Jewish
Journal article and creating a more accurate and judicious picture of the campus climate. Details
from two of these meetings are below.

Jeffrey met with Grayson Peters, a current Berkeley student who was an AJC Goldman Fellow
in 2020, and he shared his informed opinion about this situation. He noted that the passage of
these bylaws caused a good amount of healthy debate amongst students when the news first
broke a month ago but has since dissipated. The focus of the student-to-student debate was
more on academic freedom than antisemitism. He stated that Jewish students’ experience on
campus “hasn’t really changed” because of this situation. The groups involved were not known
for inviting pro-Israel speakers and pro-Israel students weren’t involved with these groups

https://jewishjournal.com/news/351239/berkeley-law-student-groups-pass-bylaw-pledging-to-not-invite-pro-israel-speakers/
https://jewishjournal.com/commentary/opinion/351854/berkeley-develops-jewish-free-zones/
https://jewishjournal.com/news/351954/exclusive-26-pro-israel-groups-release-a-statement-on-berkeley-controversy/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/there-are-no-jewish-free-zones-on-the-uc-berkeley-campus
https://jweekly.com/2022/10/02/uc-berkeley-has-many-jewish-filled-zones-if-you-want-to-support-campus-jews-learn-about-them/


beforehand. He noted that the viral op-ed by Marcus has turned this into less of a local issue
and more of a national one. The conversations on campus have had a less contentious tone
than those taking place in the wider American Jewish community. Finally, Grayson connected
Jeffrey with Charlotte Aaron, VP of Communications for the Jewish Student Association at
Berkeley Law (JSABL), and they met this week. The meeting resulted in a commitment from
JSABL to co-host an antisemitism training with AJC in the coming weeks and invite the Dean of
the law school to attend and speak.

Yesterday, Serena, Marc, and I had a productive and warm conversation with two Berkeley
faculty members, founders of Berkeley’s Israel Studies program, which positioned AJC as an
important and trusted ally in this ongoing conversation. The faculty members emphasized the
success of their Israel Studies program and the vital cooperation of the law school dean in
raising $20 million to seed that initiative. Again and again, they emphasized the need to correct
the narrative that Jewish life at Berkeley was imperiled and waning, and they cautioned that the
SJP initiative seemed to be eliciting a “divestment” response from the national Jewish
community, as a way of attempting to challenge the SJP victory in a handful of its student clubs.
What counted, they asserted, would be greater investment, not less, in Berkeley’s Jewish
education initiatives going forward, and our advocacy should work towards supporting their
existing programs, which are thriving; while devising ways to strategically combat “copycat” SJP
initiatives elsewhere.

Obviously, a challenging feature of this case consists of the strategic move on the part of SJP
to alter the existing charter of student groups’ bylaws. There is no minimizing the fact that this is
a compelling and effective strategy, one that may well represent a blueprint for SJP’s future
interventions on other campuses. Combatting it will require intelligent strategy *and* strategic
partnerships with existing faculty, administrators, and students on campus. It’s important to
emphasize that with a problem like SJP’s strategic “hijacking” of a student group’s bylaws, there
are no quick-fix solutions, but there will be strategies that are more and less effective. Effective
strategies will only emerge as we gain more information and speak in greater detail with our
partners on campuses that have been targeted.

In the meantime, we will be working in tandem with existing networks and initiatives on campus
so that we can strategize in ways that are informed, effective, and resist damaging productive
existing initiatives at Berkeley. AJC is uniquely positioned to do this because of the strength and
breadth of our relationships, and our discrete advocacy style.

(Please do not share this memo outside AJC.)


